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PART A 
 Answer all questions, each carries6 marks. Marks 

1 a) Imagine yourself as a newspaper correspondent of a national daily. The place 

where you reside is affected by flood. Write a letter to the editor reporting the 

destruction caused by the flood and the relief measures taken by the 

administration. 

(6) 

2 a) Discuss about the sources of creativity. (4) 

 b) Differentiate between convergent and divergent thinking. (2) 

3 a) Discuss the techniques of group dynamics. (4) 

 b) Listout the different types of Teams. (2) 

4 a) Explain about Moral autonomy. (3) 

 b) What are the different types of enquiries? (3) 

5 a) Differentiate between Transactional leader and Transformational Leader. (6) 

    

PART B 

Read carefully the following case and answer the questions given below, it carries 20 marks. 

  (Case study) 

Ajay Mishra, a senior IAS officer has come to be known as an eccentric officer 

thanks to his show of brutal honesty in public service. But his friends and 

colleagues who know him personally respect and love him a lot for his vast 

knowledge and affability. Recently he was shunted out of a prominent 

department as a punishment transfer as Managing Director to an ailing state 

cooperative milk federation. It was his fifth transfer in three years. Not able to 

cope up with her husband’s frequent transfers to east-west and north-south parts 

of the state, Ajay’s wife is sick for many years now and the children have moved 

out to foreign countries on the pretext of higher studies never to come back. The 

chairman of state milk federation is a powerful politician very close to the Chief 

Minister. Ajay, in his first month of duty itself comes to know about many 

irregularities in the functioning of the federation and high-handedness of the 

chairman in financial matters. 
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A board member belonging to a political party opposed to that of the chairman 

and who has a good chance of becoming chairman once the incumbent steps 

down or resigns, meets Ajay privately and hands over few documents and a 

secret video recording where the chairman appears to be demanding huge bribe 

for releasing funds to district milk unions. The video clearly shows that it is 

indeed the chairman asking a director of a district union for bribe. As soon as 

Ajay took over in charge as MD, the chairman was demanding speedy disbursal 

of funds to district unions which was pending for many months. Ajay confronted 

the board member why he didn’t go public with the video himself. The member 

told him that he is actually blackmailing the chairman for some time now and he 

is not yielding to his threats as he is being shielded by the CM. The board 

member now wants MD to confront the chairman and go public himself as this 

would give the MD fame and public support. The board member has had 

requested leader of the opposition party to pressurize Ajay and it had worked too. 

Ajay is now being pressurized by prominent leaders of the opposition parties, 

privately, to go against the chairman. They are offering him a lucrative post in 

the capital once they come to power. And they want to embarrass the 

government. Ajay, if he confronts the chairman, is sure to be transferred 

immediately to a distant district again. His wife whose mental status is 

deteriorating day by day is not in a condition to move again to a new place. On 

the other hand, the opposition party is gaining ground in the state and is sure to 

come back to power soon. The board member wants to use Ajay for his political 

gain by using him as pawn. 

6 a) Identify the key players in this case? (3) 

 b) What should be Ajay Mishra’s course of action in the present situation?  (7) 

 c) Are there any moral or ethical issues involved? If yes, explain. (5) 

 d) How should Ajay Mishra deal with chief minister? (5) 
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